STEP 1. Remove the Starting Block from the track. Remove the used Guide Strips (Fig. 1).

STEP 2. Clean the track using rubbing alcohol before installing new Guide Strips (Fig. 2).

STEP 3. Peel away the backing from the new Guide Strips (Fig. 3).

STEP 4. Align the new Guide Strips flush to the end of the track with the arrows (Fig. 4A & Fig. 4B). Position the Guide Strip against the shoulder and press the new Guide Strip down on the track (Fig. 4C). The Guide Strip will be slightly shorter than the track end (Fig. 4D). Re-install the starting block in the end of the track, and refer to Accu-Cut™ manual for calibration.

For assistance with any Kreg product, contact us through our Web site or call Customer Service.
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